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The SAGE Encyclopedia of Action Research

2014-08-11

action research is a term used to describe a family of related approaches that integrate theory and action with a goal of addressing
important organizational community and social issues together with those who experience them it focuses on the creation of areas
for collaborative learning and the design enactment and evaluation of liberating actions through combining action and research
reflection and action in an ongoing cycle of cogenerative knowledge while the roots of these methodologies go back to the 1940s
there has been a dramatic increase in research output and adoption in university curricula over the past decade this is now an area
of high popularity among academics and researchers from various fields especially business and organization studies education
health care nursing development studies and social and community work the sage encyclopedia of action research brings together
the many strands of action research and addresses the interplay between these disciplines by presenting a state of the art overview
and comprehensive breakdown of the key tenets and methods of action research as well as detailing the work of key theorists and
contributors to action research

The Sage Encyclopedia of Action Research

2014

combustion engines trains aircraft aerodynamics helicopters hovercraft hydrofoils navigation aids telephones fibre optics radio sound
recording compact disks television video computers heating cooling mining oil power nuclear wind sun renewable energy bridges
tunnels robots waste treatment telescopes research medicine space space flight genetic engineering biotechnology matter atoms
elements chemical bonding periodic table heat and energy mechanics electricity and magnetism waves sound mirrors lenses light
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radioactivity

The Encyclopedia of Science in Action

1995

concise and unintimidating the fifth edition of this bestselling book is the only pragmatic quick start guide to the main theories
issues and approaches to insider action research with an encouraging and approachable tone david is the perfect mentor for anyone
conducting action research in their own organization calming nerves at the same time as building confidence he helps readers
devise an appropriate research design that anticipates possible challenges and fits within the limits of their environments a
complete do it yourself toolkit for every step of the action research process this edition is outfitted with real world student and
professional case studies author video tips annotated templates progress checklists journal articles weblinks and other further
reading to the point without losing clarity or thoroughness this book is the hands on manual for all the need to know facts about
understanding and undertaking insider action research

Encyclopedia of New York Causes of Action

2010

the essential elements of more than 650 causes of action are laid out and traced to the leading case or statutory section
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Doing Action Research in Your Own Organization

2019-03-11

featuring over 900 entries this resource covers all disciplines within the social sciences with both concise definitions in depth essays

Encyclopedia of New Jersey Causes of Action 2020

2019-09-28

first published in 1997 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Social Science Research Methods

2004

improvement is fundamental to the competitiveness of networks and requires the participating firms to collaborate in identifying
and introducing changes this book presents collaborative strategic improvement as a cycle of activities in which firms in a network
can engage together drawing on actual cases authors link this cycle with disciplined action learning as a means of building upon
experience generated through collaborative action they describe how a network can learn from experience and deploy that
learning in the marketplace
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Encyclopedia of New York Causes of Action

2010

this encyclopedia edited by the past editors and founder of the journal of business ethics is the only reference work dedicated
entirely to business and professional ethics containing over 2000 entries this multi volume major research reference work provides
a broad based disciplinary and interdisciplinary approach to all of the key topics in the field the encyclopedia draws on three
interdisciplinary and over lapping fields business ethics professional ethics and applied ethics although the main focus is on business
ethics the breadth of scope of this work draws upon the expertise of human and social scientists as well as that of professionals and
scientists in varying fields this work has come to fruition by making use of the expert academic input from the extraordinarily rich
population of current and past editorial board members and section editors of and contributors to the journal of business ethics

Protest, Power, and Change

1997

the climate change encyclopedia responds to the outstanding risk survival and ethical issue of our time requiring action and
providing opportunity primary source expert authors write in a unique case study structure that enables the encyclopedia to be
approachable informational and motivational for the public the key focus areas are climate change and finance economics and policy
with many other related climate categories included the over 100 case studies provide realistic and interesting views of climate
change based on authors published papers reports and books plus climate related activities of organizations and selected topics this
inspiring work can enhance optimism and courage to act urgently and persistently on climate change with foresight for a livable
future for more information on the list of contributors please refer to worldscientific com page encyclopedia of climate change
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Collaborative Strategic Improvement Through Network Action Learning

2011-01-01

the encyclopedia of new york causes of action elements and defenses is a single volume annual paperback it is a quick starting point
for virtually any civil case containing new york civil actions legal principles and defenses the book compiles outlines and indexes
theories of recovery under new york law there is nothing like it available to ny practitioners new with the 2020 edition is
coverage of the provisional remedies requirements in ny courts including topics such as attachment order to show cause
preliminary injunctions stays and receiverships for managing partners and litigation departments this book brings associates up to
speed quickly while reducing training time and expense in preparing briefs and pleadings there is also an extensive common word
index facilitating a direct review of the potential universe of causes of actions principles and defenses and tables of cases and statutes
when appropriate the cause of action will reference authorities for defense including statutes of limitation the encyclopedia of new
york causes of action elements and defenses is a quick reference to unfamiliar subjects a welcome resource for firms without an
extensive law library this title is perfect for solo practitioners and small firms it will save time analyzing client problems and
preparing pleadings by pin pointing the starting point of an action before employing more costly research this is an inexpensive
desk reference for virtually any case that walks in your door new this edition summary paragraphs at the beginning of each
chapter give context and practice tips

Encyclopedia of Business and Professional Ethics

2021-02-05
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this reference book may be the most valuable weapon you have in your survival arsenal included among its 80 chapters are precise
instructions diagrams and photographs showing you how to build choose store and use weapons explosives and incendiaries select
build stock and defend a retreat change you id and drop out of sight completely or find someone who has defend your family and
property trap deer fish fowl or anything that moves provide medical care at a fraction of the cost avoid costly mistakes when
standing up to big government and nosy do gooders use dozens of other proven techniques to take control of your life and live
better than ever

World Scientific Encyclopedia Of Climate Change: Case Studies Of Climate Risk,
Action, And Opportunity (In 3 Volumes)

2021-03-18

qualitative research is designed to explore the human elements of a given topic while specific qualitative methods examine how
individuals see and experience the world qualitative approaches are typically used to explore new phenomena and to capture
individuals thoughts feelings or interpretations of meaning and process such methods are central to research conducted in education
nursing sociology anthropology information studies and other disciplines in the humanities social sciences and health sciences
qualitative research projects are informed by a wide range of methodologies and theoretical frameworks the sage encyclopedia of
qualitative research methods presents current and complete information as well as ready to use techniques facts and examples from
the field of qualitative research in a very accessible style in taking an interdisciplinary approach these two volumes target a broad
audience and fill a gap in the existing reference literature for a general guide to the core concepts that inform qualitative research
practices the entries cover every major facet of qualitative methods including access to research participants data coding research
ethics the role of theory in qualitative research and much more all without overwhelming the informed reader key features
defines and explains core concepts describes the techniques involved in the implementation of qualitative methods and presents an
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overview of qualitative approaches to research offers many entries that point to substantive debates among qualitative researchers
regarding how concepts are labeled and the implications of such labels for how qualitative research is valued guides readers
through the complex landscape of the language of qualitative inquiry includes contributors from various countries and disciplines
that reflect a diverse spectrum of research approaches from more traditional positivist approaches through postmodern
constructionist ones presents some entries written in first person voice and others in third person voice to reflect the diversity of
approaches that define qualitative work key themes approaches and methodologies arts based research ties to computer software
data analysis data collection data types and characteristics dissemination history of qualitative research participants quantitative
research ties to research ethics rigor textual analysis ties to theoretical and philosophical frameworks the sage encyclopedia of
qualitative research methods is designed to appeal to undergraduate and graduate students practitioners researchers consultants and
consumers of information across the social sciences humanities and health sciences making it a welcome addition to any academic or
public library

Encyclopedia of New York Causes of Action 2020

2019-05-28

in the 1960s and 1970s marx ruled the action figure world with a myriad of adventure characters such as johnny west rat patrol
daniel boone vikings knights and indians this book is a complete guide to the over 230 marx action figures produced with highly
detailed photos that show the boxes and accessories 425 b w photos

Ragnar's Action Encyclopedia Of Practical Knowledge And Proven Techniques

1999-11-01
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featuring contributions from the world s most highly esteemed asian philosophy scholars this important new encyclopedia covers
the complex and increasingly influential field of chinese thought from earliest recorded times to the present day including
coverage on the subject previously unavailable to english speakers the encyclopedia sheds light on the extensive range of concepts
movements philosophical works and thinkers that populate the field it includes a thorough survey of the history of chinese
philosophy entries on all major thinkers from confucius to mou zongsan essential topics such as aesthetics moral philosophy
philosophy of government and philosophy of literature surveys of confucianism in all historical periods zhou han tang and onward
and in key regions outside china schools of thought such as mohism legalism and chinese buddhism trends in contemporary chinese
philosophy and more

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods

2008-08-19

explanation of the fundamentals of chemistry including the chemical elements organic chemistry and biochemistry

The Encyclopedia of Marx Action Figures

1999

the encyclopedia of peace psychology available online through wiley online library or as a three volume print set is a state of the
art resource featuring almost 300 entries contributed by leading international scholars that examine the psychological dimensions of
peace and conflict studies first reference work to focus exclusively on psychological analyses and perspectives on peace and conflict
cross disciplinary linking psychology to other social science disciplines includes nearly 300 entries written and edited by leading
scholars in the field from around the world examines key concepts theories methods issues and practices that are defining this
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growing field in the 21st century includes timely topics such as genocide hate crimes torture terrorism racism child abuse and
more a valuable reference for psychologists and scholars students and practitioners in peace and conflict studies an ala 2013
outstanding reference source

Encyclopedia of Chinese Philosophy

2013-11-05

the encyclopedia of activism and social justice presents a comprehensive overview of the field with topics of varying dimensions
breadth and length this three volume encyclopedia is designed for readers to understand the topics concepts and ideas that motivate
and shape the fields of activism civil engagement and social justice and includes biographies of the major thinkers and leaders who
have influenced and continue to influence the study of activism

Encyclopedia of New Jersey Causes of Action

1997

because of the ease with which we perceive many people see perception as something that just happens however even seemingly
simple perceptual experiences involve complex underlying mechanisms which are often hidden from our conscious experience
these mechanisms are being investigated by researchers and theorists in fields such as psychology cognitive science neuroscience
computer science and philosophy a few examples of the questions posed by these investigations are what do infants perceive how
does perception develop what do perceptual disorders reveal about normal functioning how can information from one sense such as
hearing be affected by information from another sense such as vision how is the information from all of our senses combined to
result in our perception of a coherent environment what are some practical outcomes of basic research in perception these are just a
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few of the questions this encyclopedia will consider as it presents a comprehensive overview of the field of perception for students
researchers and professionals in psychology the cognitive sciences neuroscience and related medical disciplines such as neurology
and ophthalmology

Chemistry in Action

1995

the sage encyclopedia of political behavior explores the intersection of psychology political science sociology and human behavior
this encyclopedia integrates theories research and case studies from a variety of disciplines that inform this established area of study
aimed at college and university students this one of a kind book covers voting patterns interactions between groups what makes
different types of government systems appealing to different societies and the impact of early childhood development on political
beliefs among others topics explored by political psychologists are of great interest in fields beyond either psychology or political
science with implications for instance within business and management

The Encyclopedia of Peace Psychology

2011-12-12

the encyclopedia of leadership brings together for the first time everything that is known and truly matters about leadership as
part of the human experience developed by the award winning editorial team at berkshire publishing group the encyclopedia
includes hundreds of articles written by 280 leading scholars and experts from 17 countries exploring leadership theories and
leadership practice entries and sidebars show leadership in action in corporations and state houses schools churches small businesses
and nonprofit organizations
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Encyclopedia of Activism and Social Justice

2007-04-13

this four volume set examines every social movement in american history from the great struggles for abolition civil rights and
women s equality to the more specific quests for prohibition consumer safety unemployment insurance and global justice

Encyclopedia of Perception

2010

encompasses topics including aging geropsychology assessment clinical cognitive community counseling educational environmental
family industrial organizational health school sports and transportation psychology each entry provides a clear definition a brief
review of the theoretical basis and emphasizes major areas of application

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Political Behavior

2017-05-03

the encyclopedia of human behavior second edition three voluime set is an award winning three volume reference on human
action and reaction and the thoughts feelings and physiological functions behind those actions presented alphabetically by title 300
articles probe both enduring and exciting new topics in physiological psychology perception personality abnormal and clinical
psychology cognition and learning social psychology developmental psychology language and applied contexts written by leading
scientists in these disciplines every article has been peer reviewed to establish clarity accuracy and comprehensiveness the most
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comprehensive reference source to provide both depth and breadth to the study of human behavior the encyclopedia will again be
a much used reference source this set appeals to public corporate university and college libraries libraries in two year colleges and
some secondary schools carefully crafted well written and thoroughly indexed the encyclopedia helps users whether they are
students just beginning formal study of the broad field or specialists in a branch of psychology understand the field and how and
why humans behave as we do named a 2013 outstanding academic title by the american library association s choice publication
concise entries ten pages on average provide foundational knowledge of the field each article features suggested further readings a
list of related websites a 5 10 word glossary and a definition paragraph and cross references to related articles in the encyclopedi
newly expanded editorial board and a host of international contributors from the united states australia belgium canada france
germany ireland israel japan sweden and the united kingdom

Encyclopedia of Leadership

2004-02-29

this encyclopedia of singapore focuses on the period since the island nation s independence but also provides essential background
and history it includes entries on the leaders of singapore s struggle for independence and economic progress as well as other
cultural figures additional entries describe important places institutions and events there is also a brief chronology and an
introduction both to place events in their historical context and a bibliography for further reading jacket

Encyclopedia of American Social Movements

2015-07-17

soon after film came into existence the term epic was used to describe productions that were lengthy spectacular live with action
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and often filmed in exotic locales with large casts and staggering budgets the effort and extravagance needed to mount an epic film
paid off handsomely at the box office for the genre became an immediate favorite with audiences epic films survived the
tribulations of two world wars and the depression and have retained the basic characteristics of size and glamour for more than a
hundred years length was and still is one of the traits of the epic though monolithic three to four hour spectacles like gone with the
wind 1939 and lawrence of arabia 1962 have been replaced today by such franchises as the harry potter films and the lord of the
rings trilogy although the form has evolved during many decades of existence its central elements have been retained refined and
modernized to suit the tastes of every new generation the encyclopedia of epic films identifies describes and analyzes those films
that meet the criteria of the epic sweeping drama panoramic landscapes lengthy adventure sequences and in many cases casts of
thousands this volume looks at the wide variety of epics produced over the last century from the silent spectacles of d w griffith
and biblical melodramas of cecil b demille to the historical dramas of david lean and rollercoaster thrillers of steven spielberg each
entry contains major personnel behind the camera including directors and screenwriters cast and character listings plot summary
analysis academy award wins and nominations dvd and blu ray availability resources for further study this volume also includes
appendixes of foreign epics superhero spectaculars and epics produced for television along with a list of all the directors in the book
despite a lack of overall critical recognition and respect as a genre the epic remains a favorite of audiences and this book pays
homage to a form of mass entertainment that continues to fill movie theaters the encyclopedia of epic films will be of interest to
academics and scholars as well as any fan of films made on a grand scale

Encyclopedia of Applied Psychology

2004-09-02

the encyclopedic reference of public health presents the most important definitions principles and general perspectives of public
health written by experts of the different fields the work includes more than 2 500 alphabetical entries entries comprise review
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style articles detailed essays and short definitions numerous figures and tables enhance understanding of this little understood topic
solidly structured and inclusive this two volume reference is an invaluable tool for clinical scientists and practitioners in academia
health care and industry as well as students teachers and interested laypersons

Encyclopedia of Human Behavior

2012-03-16

this encyclopaedia is a dynamic reference and study place for students teachers researchers and professionals in the field of
education philosophy and social sciences offering both short and long entries on topics of theoretical and practical interest in
educational theory and philosophy by authoritative world scholars representing the full ambit of education as a rapidly expanding
global field of knowledge and expertise

Encyclopedia of Singapore

2006

in this new edition the encyclopedia of ethics has been substantially revised and it has been expanded by more than 30 percent its
intended audience remains the same scholars university students and readers with a serious interest in philosophy its aims with
respect to subject matter remain the same coverage of ethical theory as pursued among english speaking philosophers its 326
distinguished contributors see the list of contributors and editors are authorities in their fields the encyclopedia s content see list of
entries was again designed through wide consultation and its 581 signed entries were peer reviewed
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The Encyclopedia of Epic Films

2014-03-21

here is a broad overview of the central topics and issues in psychopharmacology biological psychiatry and behavioral neurosciences
with information about developments in the field including novel drugs and technologies the more than 2000 entries are written
by leading experts in pharmacology and psychiatry and comprise in depth essays illustrated with full color figures and are
presented in a lucid style

Encyclopedia of Public Health

2008-06-13

preface 9 part 1 aristotle social research and action research 13 1 introduction the challenge of phrónêsis 15 1 1 three kinds of
general theory 25 1 2 aristotle and critical action research 33 2 action research approaching phrónêsis 39 2 1 a philosopher defending
action research 40 2 2 making social science matter 43 2 3 abandoning techniques 45 part 2 reading aristotle limits and possibilities
for phrónêsis 49 3 virtues intellectual and ethical 53 3 1 particulars of ethical virtues 59 4 phrónêsis and the other intellectual
virtues 65 4 1 theoretical knowledge and knowledge about things we influence 68 4 1 1 overlaps and intermeshes 74 4 2 phrónêsis
as an intellectual virtue 77 4 2 1 excursus knowledge forms and ways of knowing in aristotle 79 4 2 1 1 praxis poiêsis khrêsis páthos
and the various forms of the epistêmai 81 4 2 1 2 theoretical and practical truth 94 4 2 continued phrónêsis as an intellectual virtue
97 4 3 phrónêsis and rhetoric phrónêsis and practical syllogisms 105 4 3 1 the relationship to rhetoric 106 4 3 2 the relationship to
practical syllogisms 111 5 phrónêsis on means and ends phrónêsis and general knowledge 115 5 1 means and ends and kinds of
causes 115 5 1 1 poiêsis makes things praxis makes perfect 122 5 1 2 professional deliberations and deductions 132 5 2 knowledge
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general and particular 138 5 2 1 general knowledge appropriate knowledge knowledge in action 138 5 2 2 héxis habitus and
empeiria experience 149 5 2 3 knowing particulars 157 5 2 3 1 by what 158 5 2 3 2 how 160 5 2 3 3 preconditions for a universally
flexible consideration 165 6 developing and defining virtue 181 6 1 developing virtue 182 6 1 1 epistêmê and virtue through the
formation of habit once more 186 6 1 2 what means means 194 6 1 3 practical development with a hinge to it the question of
standards again 196 6 2 defining virtue 205 6 2 1 nóêsis as dialogue or the reason why aristotle insists on letting phrónêsis deliberate
about means only 212 6 2 1 1 the unfolded know how of nous 214 6 2 1 2 the topica and the enfolded habitus of dialectics 217 6 2 1 3
the philosopher the dialectician and experience 224 6 2 1 3 1 dialogical peculiarities 231 6 2 1 3 2 dialogue and experience 237 6 2 1
3 3 basic principle beginning medium and end 251 6 2 1 4 ways of learning 256 6 2 1 5 self evident first principles 263 6 2 1 6
praxis1 and praxis2 267 6 2 2 the ethical works do not deliberate about means they develop and define ends 271 6 2 3 epistêmê
virtue and phrónêsis defined 281 6 3 who develops and defines the art and practice of architectonics 292 7 eudaimonia and wisdom
as the highest practical good aristotelian phron ethics theor ethics and the way of the intellectual commons 299 7 1 kinds of theory
kinds of practice 301 7 2 ethics and politics as methodological guidelines for autonomous practitioners 313 7 2 1 the laws of virtue
316 7 2 2 tékhnê and phrónêsis at the parting of the ways 324 7 3 the wisdom of the commons common wisdom 327 7 3 1 tà koiná
the commons 333 7 3 2 the common skholê 340 7 4 theor ethics and primary friendship 342 7 4 1 the noetic i and the psychological
me 349 7 4 2 theorethical interventions 359 7 5 the way of theor ethics 361 7 5 1 ethical excellence settling with the best for us i e
for the second best absolutely 371 7 6 the ways of politics continuous learning in common 385 7 6 1 community what are the things
common 387 7 6 2 oikos pólis and constitutions 392 7 6 3 developing concord the ethico political role of dialogical gatherings 399 7 6
4 different concepts of politics 413 7 6 5 unity and diversity in the pólis 422 7 6 6 the koinópolis as panarchy aristocracy suspended
and transcended 434 7 6 7 religious politics 447 part 3 aristotelian action research wisdom and eudaimonia transposed social research
transformed 455 8 neo epistemic dialogical action research 459 9 from oikos to pólis and beyond 467 10 aristotle marx and modern
work life 479 11 aristotle suspended 493 12 epilogue 503 references 509 appendix 525 index 527
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Encyclopedia of Educational Philosophy and Theory

2017

this thorough revision of the classic encyclopedia of marine mammals brings this authoritative book right up to date articles describe
every species in detail based on the very latest taxonomy and a host of biological ecological and sociological aspects relating to
marine mammals the latest information on the biology ecology anatomy behavior and interactions with man is provided by a cast of
expert authors all presented in such detail and clarity to support both marine mammal specialists and the serious naturalist fully
referenced throughout and with a fresh selection of the best color photographs available the long awaited second edition remains at
the forefront as the go to reference on marine mammals more than 20 new material includes articles on climate change pacific
white sided dolphins sociobiology habitat use feeding morphology and more over 260 articles on the individual species with topics
ranging from anatomy and behavior to conservation exploitation and the impact of global climate change on marine mammals new
color illustrations show every species and document topical articles from the first edition this book is so good a bargain full of riches
packed with fascinating up to date information i recommend it unreservedly it to individuals students and researchers as well as
libraries richard m laws marine mammals science establishes a solid and satisfying foundation for current study and future
exploration ronald j shusterman science

Encyclopedia of Ethics

2013-10-18

an essential text this is a fully updated second edition of a classic now in two volumes it provides rapid access to information on
molecular pharmacology for research scientists clinicians and advanced students with the a z format of over 2 000 entries around
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350 authors provide a complete reference to the area of molecular pharmacology the book combines the knowledge of classic
pharmacology with the more recent approach of the precise analysis of the molecular mechanisms by which drugs exert their
effects short keyword entries define common acronyms terms and phrases in addition detailed essays provide in depth information
on drugs cellular processes molecular targets techniques molecular mechanisms and general principles

Encyclopedia of Psychopharmacology

2010-07-31

this is the first volume of a four volume encyclopaedia which combines public administration and policy and contains
approximately 900 articles by over 300 specialists this volume covers entries from a to c it covers all of the core concepts terms and
processes of applied behavioural science budgeting comparative public administration develo

Affirmative Action

2004

in an era of curricular changes and experiments and high stakes testing educational measurement and evaluation is more important
than ever in addition to expected entries covering the basics of traditional theories and methods other entries discuss important
sociopolitical issues and trends influencing the future of that research and practice textbooks handbooks monographs and other
publications focus on various aspects of educational research measurement and evaluation but to date there exists no major reference
guide for students new to the field this comprehensive work fills that gap covering traditional areas while pointing the way to
future developments features nearly 700 signed entries are contained in an authoritative work spanning four volumes and
available in choice of electronic and or print formats although organized a to z front matter includes a reader s guide grouping
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entries thematically to help students interested in a specific aspect of education research measurement and evaluation to more easily
locate directly related entries for instance sample themes include data evaluation measurement concepts issues research
sociopolitical issues standards back matter includes a chronology of the development of the field a resource guide to classic books
journals and associations and a detailed index entries conclude with references further readings and cross references to related
entries the index reader s guide themes and cross references will combine to provide robust search and browse in the e version

The Ways of Aristotle

2008

this encyclopedia offers a fresh integrated and creative perspective on the formation and foundations of philosophy and science in
european modernity combining careful contextual reconstruction with arguments from traditional philosophy the book examines
methodological dimensions breaks down traditional oppositions such as rationalism vs empiricism calls attention to gender issues to
insiders and outsiders minor figures in philosophy and underground movements among many other topics in addition and in line
with important recent transformations in the fields of history of science and early modern philosophy the volume recognizes the
specificity and significance of early modern science and discusses important developments including issues of historiography such as
historical epistemology the interplay between the material culture and modes of knowledge expert knowledge and craft
knowledge this book stands at the crossroads of different disciplines and combines their approaches particularly the history of
science the history of philosophy contemporary philosophy of science and intellectual and cultural history it brings together over
100 philosophers historians of science historians of mathematics and medicine offering a comprehensive view of early modern
philosophy and the sciences it combines and discusses recent results from two very active fields early modern philosophy and the
history of early modern science editorial board editors in chief dana jalobeanu university of bucharest romania charles t wolfe ghent
university belgium associate editors delphine bellis university nijmegen the netherlands zvi biener university of cincinnati oh usa
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angus gowland university college london uk ruth hagengruber university of paderborn germany hiro hirai radboud university
nijmegen the netherlands martin lenz university of groningen the netherlands gideon manning caltech pasadena ca usa silvia
manzo university of la plata argentina enrico pasini university of turin italy cesare pastorino tu berlin germany lucian petrescu
université libre de bruxelles belgium justin e h smith university de paris diderot france marius stan boston college chestnut hill ma
usa koen vermeir cnrs sphere université de paris france kirsten walsh university of calgary alberta canada

Encyclopedia of Marine Mammals

2009-02-26

Encyclopedia of Molecular Pharmacology

2008-08-14

International Encyclopedia of Public Policy and Administration Volume 1

2019-03-01

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Measurement, and Evaluation

2018-01-29
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Encyclopedia of Early Modern Philosophy and the Sciences

2022-08-27
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